JURIEN BAY FORESHORE WORKING GROUP
MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, 18 November 2020
5pm - Meeting room at Shire of Dandaragan Administration Centre, Jurien
Bay
ATTENDANCE
Christine Brandenburg, Anne Eyre (Cr.), Tiges Morton, Jeremy Carter, Carla Blake, Brent Bailey (SOD),
Michelle Perkins (SOD), David Chidlow (SOD), Tony O’Gorman (SOD), Rasheen Lee (UDLA, online)

APOLOGIES
Cristi McPhee (SOD), Julie Rouse (SOD)

ITEM DESCRIPTION

1)

BUSINESS ARISING
FROM PREVIOUS
MEETING
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AGENDA

1. Playground
Rasheen (UDLA) presented some different
options for playground concepts. WG like a
tower play structure with some connection to
local history/culture. BB advised that the
Shire’s preference is sand rather than soft-fall
due to the heat retention in soft fall materials
and the cost factor. Christine noted that instead
of soft fall around the playground, could we
consider soft-fall as an accessible pathway
to/thru the playground from the BBQ area for
people with disability or mobility issues. WG
liked that idea.
Brent advised that the working group preference
would be developed into a playground project
scope to go out for procurement for detailed
design and construction.
2. Masterplan
Rasheen went over the masterplan with the
group again to ensure that all the components
were supported. No major changes were noted,
just more detail about materials. Picnic nodes
and other furniture feature sites have all been
identified and agreed on, but style can be
refined and confirmed as the project proceeds.
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Rasheen shared the sectional views of each
area of the foreshore to highlight the space
between areas and usage.
3. Brent confirmed that Convic will be arriving
tomorrow to begin construction of the skatepark
and MP advised that signage with plans for the
foreshore masterplan and skatepark will be
installed in the coming weeks so that public can
see the plans. They will be installed on the
Convic temp fencing and on pickets closer to
the jetty.
2)

NEW BUSINESS

N/A

3)

NEXT MEETING
DATE/CLOSURE

5pm Tuesday 1 December 2020
Meeting closed 6.15pm
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